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Boss: Born to RulePossor releaseRepossedBaba Yadav ProducedReliance EntertainmentGrassroot EntertainmentScreenplay byN.K. SalilStory byPuri JagannadhStarringJeetSubhashree GangulyMusic bySongs:Jeet GannguliBackground Score:S.P. VenkateshCinematographyP. SelvakumaraEdit by Md. KalamProductioncompany
Reliance EntertainmentDisposeddictionSizeMentsRealization August 9, 2013Requirement time140 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageBengaliBudgetget‣4.50 crore (630 000 USD) (US$950,000)[1] Boss: Born to Rule is a 2013 Indian Bengali-language action film directed by choreographer Baba Yadav,[2] who made his directorial debut. This
is a remake of Telugu's 2012 film Businessman, directed by Puri Jaghannadh and starring Mahesh Babu and Kajal Agarwal in the lead roles. The film was co-produced by Reliance Entertainment and Grassroot Entertainment and distributed by Jalsha Movies Production. The film stars Jet and Subhashri Ganguly starring, while Chiranjeet
and Rajatawa Dutta appear in prominent roles. The film features stunts designed by Rocky Rajesh and lyrics written by Prosen. The story revolves around a newcomer named Surya (Jeet), who lands in the country's commercial capital with the intention of becoming a mafia Don. In the process, he falls for Rush (Subhashree Ganguly), the
daughter of a police commissioner. Despite receiving mixed reviews, it got Blockbuster's box office results. The sequel, titled Boss 2: Back To Rule, was released on June 23, 2017. Filming started in January 2017. Plot At a time when Mumbai police, led by the Police Commissioner (Chiranjeet) announces that the much fearsome mafia
Raj is completely destroyed in the city, and there is no under the world of Bhaisa in Mumbai, a newcomer named Surya (Jeet) lands in the country's commercial capital with the intention of becoming a mafia Don. His friend (Biswanat Basu) takes him and brings him to Daravi. He offers him shelter and tells him he will soon get a job so he
can settle into life. But Surya wants to carve out identity for herself by reorganizing Mumbai's mafia raj and ultimately rule Mumbai. He is then bullied as a police officer and receives his first award and then he forms his own gang. Surya meets with local politician Gope (Supriyo Dutta), who is in trouble and offers him help. Surya begins
recruiting criminals and gangsters in Mumbai and begins to extort people for money. It is slowly gaining momentum and in the process becomes popular and afraid among people. Meanwhile, he is also deliberately trying to romantically contact Rush (Subhashree Ganguly), the daughter of a police commissioner. In the process, he actually
falls for the girl and tries to adopt her. In the course of the film Suriya becomes popular among the locals of Dharavi. He comes across an extortionist, baron, philanthropist and entrepreneur. His friendship with Gobi grows stronger and so does his political connections. Surya creates a company Surya Exports &amp;amp; Imports, which
will act as a front for organised crime that they condone. Surya reveals her plan to develop her network of organized crime across India. It is beginning to install branches for Surya Exports &amp; Imports in all major cities, towns and villages across India. It recruits local gangsters for staff and begins forcibly collecting two per cent tax on
every contract made in the area. Eventually Surya becomes a billionaire and later reveals to the police commissioner that he never wanted money, but only power. He claims to believe in war, but not morality, and that crime rates dropped significantly after he began recruiting all gangsters. He also claims to want to rid India of crime and
help the needs. Surya also helps Gopa become mayor of Mumbai by defeating Arun Gokle (Biswajit Chakraborty), who is backed by Rajekhar Sinha (Rajatawa Dutta), a powerful national politician. Eventually Arun Gokle goes against Rajshekhar and talks to police about Rajshekhar's illegal activities. Rajekhar kills the police
commissioner, and Rush becomes devastated by him. Surya reveals to her that he was an American born to an Indian who loses his non-resident Indian father at an early age. His parents were victims of political corruption and were deceived and murdered by Rajshekhar. This incident and people's attitude to the orphan while growing up
made him hate society. In pursuit of power and achieving its goal of rid India of crime, it shifts its focus towards the upcoming indian parliament elections. He meets with the help of Gopey Guru Hawk Patel, head of the opposition party. He makes a deal with him and offers him INR350 billion (US$5.5 billion) for campaigning, and promises
him that he will make him Prime Minister of India. Surya uses money and begins to influence the election. It spends millions on every constituency in India and also makes Rajshekhar unable to contest the election. Knowing that Rajshekhar Sinha kidnapped Rush to take revenge on him, he beats rajsekhar's huns and eventually kills him
and saves Rush. At the end it is shown that he successfully installed Gura Govinda Patel as Prime Minister of India and is seen with Rush, who accepts his love. The cast of Jet is Surya [4] Subhasri Ganguly as Roush Roy Chiranjeet as Police Commissioner Vinayak Roy, who wants to remove an underworld syndicate from Mumbai's
Rajatawa Dutta as Rajekhar Sinha, who, Typically, indian Prime Minister Supriyo Dutta is the chief minister of Gopinath Shivalkar Biswadzhit Chakraborty as opposition leader Arun Gohle Biswanat Basu as Shibcharan Chowdhouri[1999] 5] Sanju Mandal as Kaalia Joy Badlani as Shaylandra Singh Bhaskar Dev as Bharat Patnaik
Inspector Zocheeb Ahmed as younger brother Rajehara Somnat Kar as Shakib Yusuf Chisti as rich spoiled kid Awards and nominations Ceremony Category Nominee The best debut director Kalakar Baba Yadav won the award Best Film Awards Won the most promising actress Subhashrei Ganguly, who won the award Best Actor
(husband) Jeta, nominated best music director Jeet Gannguli won best male playback Arijit Singh for the song Mon Majhe Re won best choreography Baba Yadav won the Mirchi Music Awards Bangla Male Vocalist of the Year Arijit Singh for the song Mon majhi Re Won Music Director of the Year Jeet Gannguli on the song Mon Majhi
Won Album of the Year Boss Won Reception Critical Response Film has received mixed reviews from critics. Jaya Biswas of The Times of India reviewed Jeet looking slim and fit. He can also dance, fight and emotion. His performance - as an obscene and confident guy who couldn't care less about scrapers in life - is worthy of a mention.
While Subhashree adds to the glamour of the quota, she's disappointed in the cast. She looks fabulous in smart off-the-shoulder tops, but her chemistry with Jeet doesn't exist. One-line our hero here seems quite appropriate: Raja sods tar ranicetokhthaktaihobe. Veteran actor Chirangeet is effective as police commissioner. Rajatawa,
Supriyo and Biswajit do their bit like crooked politicians - nothing we've seen before. But the boring storyline and weak script are ruining the show. Too many characters create confusion. The songs are not impressive, and the lyrics are not up to the mark. But cut out the nitfiking and nothing should stop Jeet fans from joining their favorite
star in action. [6] Box Office Boss: Born to Rule became the first Jet film to receive an all-India release. The boss received $72.5 (US$100,000) on his first day of release, beating Dev's first Khoka 420 collections. The boss, however, failed to beat Khoka's 420 weekend collection (which is US$99 (US$14 million)) and made 86 kronor
(US$12 million) in his first weekend. [7] The film grossed 6.75 kronor (US$950,000). [8] Soundtrack Boss: Born to RuleSoundtrack album Jeet GannguliReleased13 July 2013 (2013-07-13)Recorded2013GenreFeature soundtrack for the filmLength19:55LabelT-SeriesProducerMahesh Ramanathan, JeetJeet Gannguli Timeline Rocky
(2013) Boss: Born, to Rule (2013) Rangbaaz (2013) Singles by Boss: Born to Rule Boss Title TrackRel released: June 15, 2013 Mon Maj 27.06.2013 « Jhinkunakur Na Released: Jul 11, 2013 Eeche Joto: 19 Jul 2013 Boss MashupReleased : July 23, 2013 Arijit Singh won the Best play singer (Male) at the East Film Awards for the song
Mon Majhi Re , which had an overwhelming response from across Bengal. The soundtrack was released on July 13, 2017. [9] All texts are written by Meghnad, Prasen (Prasenjit Mukherjee), Chandrani Gannguli; All music is written by Jeet Gannguli.No.TitleLyricsArtist(s)Length1. Boss (title track)MeghnadJeet Gannguli3:332. Mon Maji
RePrasen (Prasenjit Mukherjee)Arijit Singh5:083. Jhinkunakur NakkunakurMegnabran Mazumdar and Akriti Joto Chandrani Hannhuli Aliahit Singh & Monali Takur3:425. Boss (Mashup)Mehnad, Prasen (Prasenjit Mukherjee), Chandrani Ganguly Jiet Hannguly, Rana Mazumder, Akriti Kakar, Arijit Singh &amp; Monali Thakur3:50Total
length:19:55 Sequel Home article: Boss 2 Following Boss's success, it was announced in September 2013 that jeet and Baba Yadav's team had decided to create a sequel film, Part II, with plans to distribute overseas. The sequel is titled Boss 2: Back To Rule and retains many of the same cast and crew of the original film. Unlike the first
film, which was a remake of another film, Boss 2 is the original film. The sequel is also a joint venture of Indo-Bangladesh, which is jointly produced by Bangladeshi Jaaz Multimedia. Filming of the film began in January 2017 and the film was released on June 23 in Bangladesh and in July in India. Links to ^ 5 films that rocked box office
work this year. Telegraph. Retrieved December 22, 2013. The Telegraph's Calcutta in 2008. Retrieved July 23, 2013. In 2008, 2008, archived from the original on 23 March 2014. IBN Live in 2007. Retrieved August 6, 2013. Retrieved 2012-05-27. No, no, no, no, quoted July 12, 2013. In 2008, 2008, the Times of India. Retrieved August
11, 2013. In 2008, 2008, Movie News online. Archived from the original on 27 August 2013. Retrieved August 24, 2013. 5 film that rocked box office programs this year. Telegraph. Retrieved December 22, 2013. Retrieved June 23, 2013. The Times of India in 2008. Retrieved September 30, 2013. External Links Official Website Boss on
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